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Vision Icons

Next Steps

About:
Chapel Rock brought on a new Lead Pastor and announced a new vision for the church in January of
2018. With this, brought a new logo, strategy and values for the church. While our strategy has
received simple icon treatment (see symbols below) I would like to lean into Chapel Rock’s Values and
have a visual representation our vision that is not a hexagonal shape. I am open to the
Bring/Change/Share icons being reworked to match your visual style if needed.

For full description on Vision see document titled “Comprehensive Calling.”

Values Icons:
Experiencing the Wholeness of Jesus: This drives us to stay focused on how Jesus affects every
aspect of our lives and to be bold in our prayers.

Expressing Love and Truth: This drives us to apply the truth of the Bible in a clear and
compassionate way and to intentionally help people take the next step in following Jesus within their
current context.

Embodying Radical Hospitality: This drives us to consistently serve in and be with our
community as well as to actively pursue and promote multi-ethnic and intergenerational wholeness.

Deliverables:
3 icons for each of Chapel Rock’s values. I am open to adding more “supporting” icons such as
missions, serving etc.

1 Main visual that represents Chapel Rock’s vision “The Whole Community Whole in Christ”.
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Current Logos

Next Steps Logo
does not exist

} I’d like a Next Steps logo to serve as the
‘parent’ brand for these classes where
the actual classes fall under the umbrella
of the Next Steps branding.

Next Steps

About:
Chapel Rock has two classes for our Next Steps Ministry, Welcome to the Rock and Wired.

What is Welcome to the Rock:
If you are new to Chapel Rock, this is the place to start! Welcome to the Rock is a lunch and
conversation time for those interested in finding out more about Chapel Rock. It is a chance to meet
Lead Pastor, Casey Scott and listen as he shares the vision for our church and our community. This
will launch you into the next step, your Wired experience.

What is Wired:
Wired is a 4-week class that follows Welcome to the Rock. It is designed to help you find your place
here at Chapel Rock. You will learn about the habits of wholeness, discover your spiritual gifts and
temperament, and be able to apply those gifts to ministry opportunities as a way of sharing who you
are with others. Upon completing this class, you can then decide if you want to become a member of
Chapel Rock. Please note, this is a 4-week class and to get the fullest benefit from it, we ask that you
attend a minimum of 3 out of the 4 weeks to be considered complete. Visit chapelrock.org/wired for
specific class details.

Deliverables:
3 logos (“Next Steps”, “Welcome to the Rock”, & “Wired Class”)
•Supporting graphical elements. The end goal for the “Wired Class” is a stylized booklet/packet for
the 4-week class. Example below. 

Specifications:
You have total creative freedom with these. If you feel staying within Chapel Rock’s font family is the
right thing or going a stylized route, I am fine with anything! I would like the 3 logos to be cohesive in
style; to look like a family of logos that belong together.


